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Abstract 

 

Fluence Based Neutron Balance Approach Using Spatial Flux 

Calculations 

 

Cem Bagdatlioglu M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

Supervisor:  Erich Schneider 

This thesis describes the addition of spatially dependent power sharing to a 

methodology for calculating the input and output isotopics and burnup of nuclear reactors 

within a nuclear fuel cycle simulator. This methodology carries out neutron balance and 

depletion calculations by using pre-calculated fluence-based libraries. These libraries 

track the transmutation and neutron economy evolution of unit masses of isotopes 

available in input fuel. The current work generalizes the method to simulate reactors that 

contain more than one type of fuel in their core, for instance breeders with a driver-

blanket configuration. To achieve this, spatial flux calculations are used to determine the 

fluence-dependent relative average flux inside macroscopic spatial regions. These fluxes 

are then used to determine the relative average power of macroscopic spatial regions as 

well as to more accurately calculate region-specific transmutation rates. The paper 
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presents several cases where the fluence based approach alone would not have been 

sufficient to determine results. 
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1: Introduction 

Nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) simulators are used for the evaluation and comparison 

of fuel cycle and reactor technologies. Simulators track the material mass and 

compositions going through facilities in the nuclear fuel cycle such as nuclear reactors, 

mines, and waste disposal sites. Characterization of this material flow enables users to 

estimate the performance of fuel cycles and reactor technologies by determining future 

supply and demand of materials as well as other properties such as energy production and 

waste inventories. 

NFC simulators implement a range of methods for characterizing nuclear reactors. 

While some focus on fleets of reactors with homogeneous and time-invariant input fuel 

compositions, others model individual reactors and their discrete fuel reloads or batches 

with higher fidelity and time dependence. In any case a compromise must be made 

between computational cost, ability to generalize across reactor and fuel types of interest, 

and accuracy of results. 

In order to characterize and compare fuel cycles it is necessary to determine with 

sufficient accuracy the various properties of materials going through nuclear reactors. 

These material properties may include spent fuel compositions and burnup. In addition, 

determination of the input fuel composition to achieve one or more desired discharge fuel 

characteristics (such as burnup or conversion ratio) is necessary in many cases. 
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One method to calculate these properties takes the approach of characterizing the 

time dependent reactor neutron balance on the basis of fluence, or flux integrated over 

time. In its simple form this method takes the initial fuel batch compositions and carries 

out depletion calculations by using pre-calculated fluence-based libraries. These libraries 

track the transmutation and neutron economy evolution of unit masses of isotopes 

available in input fuel. The method recognizes that there are micro heterogeneities in the 

reactor core such as pins and coolant channels. These inhomogeneities are reactor 

dependent and their effects are accounted for before and during runtime. Effects of larger 

heterogeneities in the core, such as variations between batches having resided in the core 

for different lengths of time, are calculated by assuming that each region in the core 

equally contributes to power production. This equal power sharing assumption limits the 

reactor core to only one fuel type and is accurate in an approximate sense as fuel 

managers strive to adjust core loadings so that power is distributed as uniformly as 

possible. 

The method defined in this thesis uses macro region based coupled spatial flux 

and burnup calculations to enable the fluence based approach to treat heterogeneous cores 

and fuel loadings. Homogeneous regions are defined within the reactor core at both the 

micro (fuel-cladding regions) and macro (batches) levels. Each region has a unique, time-

dependent relative flux, which is used to advance the fluence of the material(s) within 

that region. 
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The introduction of regions enables better treatment of batch-level homogeneous 

cores by eliminating the equal power sharing assumption as well as the ability to model 

simple heterogeneous cores. For example, a homogeneous core cannot be used to model a 

breeder reactor due to no-power or low-power producing regions such as breeding 

blankets.  In addition, the heterogeneous approach will allow irradiation targets, for 

instance americium-loaded transmutation pins, to be modeled. The new method will also 

improve results for mixed fuel types (such as uranium and plutonium in light water 

reactors) which had previously been treated as spatially decoupled. 

This thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews NFC simulators and their 

methods for specifying input and output fuel composition and burnup. Section 3 begins 

by documenting the fluence based method for burnup and transmutation calculation. This 

section later details spatial flux calculation for fluence increase correction. Validation, 

benchmarking and scenario results are presented in section 4 with conclusions and future 

work reported in section 5. 
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2: Literature Review 

The first part of this section presents the review of NFC simulators’ approaches to 

generating reactor fuel input and output compositions. This review focuses on the 

methodologies implemented by the simulators to determine the fuel isotopics taking into 

account the transmutation and burnup of the fuel. The second part of the section details 

two methods that are used by the reviewed simulators. A third method, the fluence based 

neutron balance approach, is used by Bright-lite and described in section 3. 

2.1 VISION 

The Verifiable Fuel Cycle Simulation (VISION) code has been developed as a 

Powersim application by the Idaho National Lab (INL) [1]. It simulates the nuclear fuel 

cycle by allowing the user to vary energy demand, reactor types, nuclear fuel, and system 

delays. The software allows the user to input projected energy growth rate and nuclear 

power market share to determine the characteristics of the fuel cycle.  

Neutronics calculations for reactors are performed external to the model. These 

calculations are saved and are then used to determine reactor outputs. The software uses 

fixed and discrete input fuel isotopic compositions, which necessitate a shift in the 

composition vectors over time as the initial input isotopics evolve. 
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Reactors in VISION need pre-calculated databases for fresh and spent fuels that 

correspond to specific type of reactor and fuel. These databases can be created using any 

radiation transport and burnup code. Their validity is dependent on the isotopic 

composition of the fuel initially loaded in the reactor. However, as fuels are recycled in 

the NFC, their isotopic compositions change. VISION uses a fourth order polynomial fit 

to correlate between this mismatch of input/output recipe isotopics. The interpolant is 

one-dimensional and the independent variable is specific to the reactor and fuel type. For 

LWR UOX type fuel, the correlation is structured as a function of burnup between 33 and 

100 MWd/kgIHM, while the independent variable in the fast reactor correlation is the 

conversion ratio, which can vary between 0.00 and 1.00.  

2.2 NFCSIM 

The Nuclear Fuel Cycle SIMulator (NFCSim) is an event-driven, time-dependent 

simulation code which models the flow of materials through the nuclear fuel cycle [2]. It 

is written in Java and uses classes and super-classes for features and functions in the 

code. 

NFCSim has a criticality and burnup engine for its reactor isotopics and burnup 

calculations. This engine uses a piecewise-linear, reactor-specific reactivity model. In 

addition to externally-supplied one group cross sections, several inputs are required from 

NFCSim for these calculations. They include fuel-to-coolant volume ratio, fuel element 
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geometry, non-fuel material composition, core heavy metal inventory, and target burnup 

or fuel residence time. The availability of the one group cross section libraries are the 

limiting factor for the addition of new reactor and fuel types to the software. 

NFCSim invokes ORIGEN during run time to carry out burnup calculations [3]. 

The one group cross section libraries are used to track the burnup and neutron 

production/destruction rates of each actinide (and later its daughters) present in the initial 

fuel. The reactor databases are generated for an initial fuel composition by finding a 

linear combination of production and destruction rates for each constituent. Additionally, 

the neutron non-leakage probability is used as a manual calibration tool to match the 

generated recipes to known benchmark values. 

2.3 CAFCA 

The Code for Advanced Fuel Cycles Assessment (CAFCA) is a fuel cycle 

simulator developed in VENSIM by Massachusetts Institute of Technology [4]. CAFCA 

is intended for a large-scale analysis of the nuclear fuel cycle, and has its assumptions 

geared towards this goal. Time steps are 1.5 months in the software, which does not 

model distinct facilities. Instead, CAFCA uses a fleet-of-facilities model, only explicitly 

modeling reactors and reprocessing fleets by tracking the fleets’ rates of change. The 

software requires the user to provide information about the characteristics of reactors 
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such as core mass inventory, cycle length, capacity factor, and composition recipes of 

fresh and spent fuel for each modeled reactor and fuel type. 

CAFCA treats the availability of recycled fuel as the limiting resource in the 

simulation, with all non-reactor entities set to always meet demand. However, the number 

of reactors that are fueled by recycled fuel is limited by the supply of fuel recycled from 

other reactors. The supply of recycled fuel is modeled as ready-to-use fuel inventories 

(U-TRU or MOX) instead of Pu, RU, or U-TRU inventories. This approach requires the 

user to define a preferred fuel technology fraction, and the software intrinsically tries to 

adjust the fuel recycle capacity in order to achieve this ratio. Additionally, all spent fuel 

is modeled as homogeneous and its decay is not tracked, meaning the code doesn’t record 

the age of discharged fuel [5]. 

In CAFCA, fuel compositions are specified at the elemental, rather than the 

isotopic level. Thus charged and discharged fuel is treated as if it were at its equilibrium-

cycle elemental composition, and recipes are not adjusted for any changes in the 

composition of fuel feed stock. The software tracks minor actinides and plutonium 

separately for MOX fuels, although in other cases focuses on tracking uranium and TRU 

in the cycle. 
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2.4 COSI 

Commelini-Sicart (COSI) is a nuclear fuel cycle simulator written in Java, 

developed by the CEA, the French Atomic and Alternative Energies Commission. The 

user inputs the time period to be simulated as well as the deployment and 

decommissioning dates of each reactor in the simulation. The reactors in COSI are 

modeled explicitly, as well as their supporting facilities such as enrichment, separation, 

and fabrication facilities. The user also provides stock usage preference, i.e. the order 

spent fuel will be used. 

COSI uses an equivalence model which takes a reactor and fuel type specific 

approach to determine the isotopic composition of the input fuel given the isotopic 

vectors of the feedstocks available to be blended. This model uses a class (type) of fertile 

material, a class of fissile material, and a ratio of the two classes. For example, a UOX 

fuel used in thermal reactors is modeled by setting an enrichment of the fuel. On the other 

hand, MOX fuel is modeled by setting the equivalent plutonium content of the fuel. 

Burnup calculations are done separately for thermal and fast reactors in COSI. For 

thermal reactors, once the equivalence method is used to determine the input fuel 

composition, a recipe corresponding to this input fuel is generated using APOLLO [6]. 

APOLLO requires the user to supply core geometries and multi-group cross sections. 

Fast reactors are modeled in COSI by determining an ideal Pu-239 and U-238 loading of 

the reactor, and adjusting the input for the deviations from this ideal.  
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For both thermal and fast reactors, the multi-group cross sections from the 

transport calculations are collapsed to single-group values. The subsequent reactor 

depletion calculations are done using the CESAR code [7]. CESAR is similar to 

ORIGEN and solves the coupled ordinary differential equations governing nuclide 

populations due to irradiation and decay over time.  

2.5 INPUT COMPOSITION CALCULATIONS 

Every NFC simulator reviewed here has a method for specifying the output 

composition and burnup if the composition of the input fuel is specified. This section 

reviews two methods to determine an input composition when multiple material streams 

are available to be blended. The accuracy of these methods is dependent on the number of 

isotopes tracked as well as the available one- or multi-group cross section data. Their 

general goal is to determine the input fuel composition that meets user- or fuel cycle 

simulator-defined output composition or burnup targets. 

The reactivity worth approach  

This method categorizes isotopes that may be present in a fresh fuel loading as 

uranium (U) or as transuranic (TRU) material, and is proposed for implementation in 

VISION [8]. First, k∞ is defined separately for thermal (t) and fast flux (f) spectrum by 

the four factor formula. This formulation is given by equation (1). 
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k∞ = ε p f η  (1) 

Where the variables multiplied are fast neutron factor (ε), resonance escape 

probability (p), thermal utilization factor (f), and neutron reproduction factor (η). These 

variables are also defined for the fast spectrum in equation with the difference arising 

from usage of fast spectrum cross sections. 

Then, the k∞ for each category is used to find keff which accounts for reactor 

losses, given by equation (2) where PtNL and PfNL are the thermal and fast spectrum 

neutron non-leakage probabilities. 

keff = k∞PtNLPfNL  (2) 

 Later the reactivity is defined by equation (3). 

ρ = keff,t − 1  (3) 

This definition is used to obtain a reactivity balance that allows the initial 

composition to be adjusted to satisfy a criticality constraint at a desired burnup level.  

First, every isotope in the input fuel composition (index j) is categorized as either 

U or TRU type. Next, these initial isotopes’ relative fractions are determined within their 

category (mU
j or mTRU

j); as well as determining the relative fraction of the two categories 

(MU or MU) using the relative compositions within the category. Using these category 

fractions as weighing factors to combine the reactivity of each category, an effective 
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reactivity for the specific fuel and reactor is found. Special care needs to be taken when 

matching the available fuel composition to the domain of known compositions in the 

multi-dimensional space. 

The D-factor method 

This method, utilized by COSI, focuses on the net neutron contribution of each 

initial isotope present in the fuel. First, the neutron consumption per fission of each 

isotope i (Di) is defined as the “number of neutrons needed to transform the nucleus and 

its reaction products into fission products” [9]. Therefore a positive D corresponds to a 

net neutron consumption, and a negative D to production of neutrons. The D-factor 

captures the characteristics of each reactor due to its dependence on cross sections, which 

in turn depend on the flux spectrum of the reactor. Using the input composition of the 

fuel, the relative fraction of each isotope (mi) is used to find the D-factor for the fuel 

(DFUEL) using equation (4). 

 

DFUEL = ∑ Dimi  (4) 

Then, equation (5) is used to determine core criticality. 

 

G = Sext − DFUEL − 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 (5) 
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Where Sext is a potential external neutron source and losses is the neutron losses 

per fission in the reactor. When G, the neutron surplus, is positive, the core is assumed to 

be critical.  
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3: Methodology 

This section describes the calculation methodology of Bright-lite. Section 3.1 

summarizes the entire workflow under the equal power sharing assumption. Section 3.2 

introduces the approach used to model the neutron balance across macroscopic regions.  

It describes the spatial flux calculations as well as the method used to advance the burnup 

cycle through time as the spatial flux distribution evolves. 

3.1 BRIGHT-LITE METHODOLOGY 

Bright-lite is a Cyclus module developed to be a reactor isotopics and burnup 

calculator. It is designed to support two operating modes: a ‘forward’ mode in which it 

solves for output fuel isotopics and burnup given input isotopics, and a ‘blending’ mode 

where it finds the input fuel composition needed to achieve a target burnup given fuel 

input streams available for blending. The input fuel composition or, for the blending 

mode, the target burnup and fuel streams available for blending are supplied by Cyclus. 
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Figure 1 – Two modes of operation for Bright-lite. 

 

Figure 1 depicts the two operating modes. The top panel of Figure 1 shows the 

forward mode where a known fuel composition is used to determine the unknown 

discharge fuel composition and burnup. The bottom panel illustrates the blending mode 

with two streams of known composition available for blending to fabricate fuel. In this 

case Bright-lite determines the input fuel composition (blending ratio of the two streams 

A and B) that would result in the given burnup.  
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Bright-lite is capable of imposing additional constraints aside from discharge 

burnup.  For instance, a limit may be placed on the fluence to which the fuel can be 

exposed, or a target conversion ratio may be set.  Since these other constraints are not a 

focus of this thesis, the methodology will be presented for the case where the discharge 

burnup is the only active constraint on the cycle length. 

The methodology for finding the discharge burnup from a determined fuel 

composition is explained first. Next, the iterative method to determine input fuel 

composition to achieve a target burnup is detailed. 

3.1.1 Isotope Library Creation 

Bright-lite uses one energy group cross section libraries to pre-calculate and 

parameterize its burnup and transmutation calculations that are used to determine 

discharge burnup. The results of these calculations are saved in isotope library databases 

for use during runtime. The database contains isotope libraries which are generated for 

every isotope that may be present in initial fuel loadings. Each reactor condition and fuel 

type has an associated one-group cross section set, and every one-group cross section set 

gives rise to its own isotope library database.  
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Figure 2 – Example isotope library database and isotope libraries schematic. 

 

The isotope library database and its constituents are shown in Figure 2. Each 

isotope library stored in this database consists of the following vectors and matrix, all 

generated by exposing a unit mass of the isotope to a neutron flux (ϕ). 

Each entry in the isotope library is recorded at distinct fluence values Fk, where 

k=1…K indexes the fluence up to the highest tabulated fluence level, FK.  This fluence is 

chosen to comfortably exceed the fluence attained at discharge by any realistic fuel. Even 

though values in the isotope library are recorded as discrete values corresponding to their 

discrete fluence, this thesis presents them as continuous functions. Linear interpolation is 

used to calculate intermediary values as described later in this section. 

Isotopes in the isotope library database are represented with the index i=1…I, 

where ‘I’ is the total number of isotopes in the database. The transmutation and decay 

products are represented with the index j=1…J. ‘J’, the total number of transmutation and 
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decay products, will be greater than or equal to ‘I,’ since ‘J’ includes fission products and 

other isotopes which may not be in initial fuel. 

The isotope library for isotope ‘i’ contains the following: 

 Fluence vector, F. The time integral of neutron flux. [n/cm2] 

 Neutron production rate vector as a function of fluence, Pi(F). 

[n/s/ϕ/kgIHM] 

 Neutron destruction rate vector as a function of fluence, Di(F). 

[n/s/ϕ/kgIHM] 

 Total burnup vector as a function of fluence, Bi(F). [MWd/kgIHM] 

 Isotope transmutation product matrix as a function of fluence, mi,j(F). The 

index j describes all the tracked isotopes that the initial isotope i 

transmutes or decays into. All decay and transmutation daughters of the 

initial mass are implicitly accounted for in the matrix, and their effects on 

the neutron economy are accounted in Pi(F) and Di(F). [kg/kgIHM] 

Bright-lite uses an existing depletion calculation tool (such as ORIGEN [3]) to 

determine the isotope libraries. An example isotope library for an U235 isotope in a LWR 

is presented in Table 1. Looking at this table, it can be observed that the isotope is 

transmuted to its activation and fission product daughters as flux is applied and fluence 

increased. As the parent U235 isotope is depleted, a decrease in neutron production rate is 

observed with increasing fluence. The neutron destruction rate per unit flux decreases as 

well because the U235 daughters generally have lower absorption cross sections and 

hence reaction rates than the parent. 
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Vector Units F1 F2 F3 F4 F5  

F [n/cm2] 7.78E+19 2.59E+21 5.70E+21 8.81E+21 1.19E+22 … 

P(F) [n/s/φ/kgIHM]  289 250 216 186 160 … 

D(F) [n/s/φ/kgIHM]  152 136 121 108 95.9 … 

B(F) [MWd/kgIHM] 3.5 108.5 201.7 282.1 351.4 … 

Transmutation Matrix 

Isotope Units F1 F2 F3 F4 F5  

U235 [g/kgIHM] 9.956E+02 8.623E+02 7.435E+02 6.411E+02 5.528E+02 … 

U236 [g/kgIHM] 8.148E-01 2.505E+01 4.615E+01 6.385E+01 7.864E+01 … 

U238 [g/kgIHM] 2.563E-07 2.525E-03 9.646E-03 2.061E-02 3.478E-02 … 

PU238 [g/kgIHM] 2.464E-09 5.812E-03 4.666E-02 1.473E-01 3.230E-01 … 

PU239 [g/kgIHM] 2.316E-12 1.318E-04 1.936E-03 8.516E-03 2.330E-02 … 

PU240 [g/kgIHM] 3.094E-15 4.023E-06 1.141E-04 7.365E-04 2.630E-03 … 

BA138 [g/kgIHM] 1.427E-01 4.496E+00 8.374E+00 1.172E+01 1.460E+01 … 

CE142 [g/kgIHM] 1.244E-01 4.004E+00 7.463E+00 1.045E+01 1.302E+01 … 

LA139 [g/kgIHM] 1.342E-01 4.290E+00 7.981E+00 1.115E+01 1.388E+01 … 

MO97 [g/kgIHM] 5.967E-02 2.706E+00 5.063E+00 7.091E+00 8.837E+00 … 

XE136 [g/kgIHM] 2.234E-01 7.480E+00 1.393E+01 1.949E+01 2.429E+01 … 

ZR96 [g/kgIHM] 9.318E-02 2.895E+00 5.391E+00 7.543E+00 9.397E+00 … 

…
  …
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 … 

 

Table 1 – U235 isotope library from a LWR Reactor database as a function of fluence. 

 

To further illustrate the libraries, Figure 3 compares P(F) and D(F) for U-235 and 

U-238 created using a one-group cross section library for a generic PWR with 50 

MWd/kg discharge burnup. The magnitude of the curve for U-235 (left) is significantly 

larger, and this isotope starts with a surplus of neutrons. The curve for U-238 increase in 

magnitude due to the breeding of new isotopes, notably Pu-239, which contribute to the 
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neutron economy. 

 

 Figure 3 – Neutron production and destruction rates of U-235 (left) and U-238 (right). 

 

This thesis assumes that P(F), D(F), B(F), and mj(F) are defined as continuous 

functions. However, these functions are in practice obtained at discrete fluence values Fk, 

hence they are stored as discrete vectors. In the implementation of Bright-lite, 

intermediate values between discrete points are obtained using linear interpolation. The 

neutron production rate at fluence F (P(F)) can be used as an example to demonstrate this 

interpolation process. The subscript k refers to the discrete fluence step, such that  

P-1(P(Fk)) = Fk. 

To calculate an intermediate value at a fluence F falling between two tabulated fluences, 

the index k for Fk is found so that F is between Fk and Fk+1. Then the interpolation 

proceeds as follows: 

P(F) = P(Fk)f + (p(Fk+1)f+1 – p(Fk))(F – Fk)/(Fk+1 – Fk) (2) 
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3.1.2 Fuel Library Creation from Known Composition 

The isotope libraries in the database are used to generate a composition-specific 

fuel library, as shown in Figure 4. The one group cross section libraries and the isotope 

library databases derived from them can be specific to many parameters such as the 

reactor type, initial compositions, flux level, and burnup. Therefore a reactor may have 

more than one database describing it, and interpolation on a batch by batch basis of the 

databases may be necessary for the most accurate description of the reactor and fuel 

conditions. 

For example, the burnup variable can be used to combine on two or more 

databases. Using the target burnup of the reactor (or more specifically, the batch), the 

databases will be combined to find the best estimate for a database describing the fuel at 

the target burnup. The databases are combined using inverse distance weighing 

(Shepard’s method) as described in [10]. The databases are combined by weighing each 

one by a value proportional to the databases burnup distance from the target burnup. 
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Figure 4 – Fuel Library Generation from known fuel composition. 

 

In order to calculate a fuel library using an isotope library database, a fuel 

composition needs to be available. This step is straightforward if Bright-lite is operated in 

the ‘forward’ mode where cycle and discharge burnups are found for fuel of known 

composition. However, an iterative approach must be taken in the ‘blending’ mode, 

where fuel is created by blending two mass streams with the aim of attaining a 

multiplication factor of unity when a target burnup is reached. 

Examples of mass streams to be blended include U-235 and U-238 (to find the 

enrichment of uranium-only fuel) and depleted uranium and plutonium of known 
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isotopics (to find the U-to-Pu mixture for MOX fuel).  Figure 5 depicts how Bright-lite 

determines input composition in ‘blending’ mode. The composition is unknown in this 

stage and must be guessed by choosing a blending ratio for the two available streams. 

Next, the resulting burnup from the guessed input composition is calculated (this is also 

the ‘forward’ mode) and compared against the burnup target. Details of this scheme are 

presented later in Section 3.1.5. Blending calculations are described in Section 3.1.8. 

 

Figure 5 – Input composition finding algorithm of Bright-lite. 

 

In order to describe the operation in ‘forward’ mode, assume that the fuel 

composition vector, ci, is known and the total fuel mass is normalized to unity as 

described in Eq. (3). 
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∑ 𝑐𝑖

𝐼

𝑖=1

= 1 (3) 

Hence, ci is the mass fraction in the fuel of the ith of the I actinide isotopes which 

are tracked by Bright-lite. Other constituents of the fuel (e.g., oxygen in UO2) are 

handled with non-fuel materials and discussed in Section 3.1.3.  Next, the isotope 

libraries are combined by mass weighted averaging: 

P(F) = ∑(Pi(F) ∙ ci)

I

i=1

 (4) 

D(F) = ∑(Di(F) ∙ ci)

I

i=1

 (5) 

B(F) = ∑(Bi(F) ∙ ci)

I

i=1

 (6) 

Let the J transmutation and decay product isotopes tracked by Bright-lite be 

indexed by j. Note that J is greater than I because it includes the parent actinides as well 

as all of their daughters. Then, the transmutation vector Mj(F) is found as: 

Mj(F) = ∑(mi,j(F) ∙ ci)

I

i=1

     for all j (7) 
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Take fuel with a composition of 96% U238 and 4% U235 as an example. The 

composition of the fuel is used to combine the isotope libraries to generate the fuel 

library for this batch. The neutron production rate curve as a function of fluence for this 

fuel would be found by: 

P(F) = PU235(F)∙0.04 + PU238(F)∙0.96 (8) 

Other properties are combined in a similar way using mass weighted averaging. 

Figure 6 illustrates these properties for the case of the representative PWR loaded with 

96% U238 and 4% U235. It can be seen that the neutron production rate eventually drops 

below the neutron destruction rate.  Note that this figure does not consider the presence of 

control absorber present in the core; while control absorber is certainly present during 

burnup, the key purpose of this figure is to understand when a multiplication factor of 

greater than unity cannot be maintained even without control absorber.  In this simplified 

representation, given one batch fuel management the criticality of the core cannot be 

sustained when the production rate is lower than destruction rate, so the fuel is discharged 

at this fluence.  Note that leakage, spatial effects, and materials that are not actinides or 

their daughters (e.g., structural materials) have not yet been factored into the calculation. 
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Figure 6 – Example neutron production rate, destruction rate, and burnup for 4% enriched 

LWR fuel library. 

 

However, fuel is typically separated into batches, and each batch is allowed to 

have a different starting composition and remain in the core for multiple burnup cycles. 

In addition, other species aside from the actinides and their daughters affect the neutron 

balance. Obtaining discharge fluence for a multi-batch core containing non-fuel materials 

is detailed in the next section. 

3.1.3 Contribution of non-fuel materials 

The fuel library is generated using the fuel composition. Other materials around 

the fuel in the core, such as structural materials, also contribute to the neutron economy. 
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The effects of these materials are determined by their composition and cross sections. A 

fluence-independent neutron production and destruction rate due to these materials is 

calculated and added to P(F) and D(F) of the fuel to account for their effects. 

The mass of non-fuel isotopes present in the core is normalized to a unit mass of 

fuel, named nfs. Here, the subscript s represents the sth of S non-fuel isotopes and nf is the 

mass the isotope normalized to a unit mass of fuel. Table 2 shows an example list of non-

fuel materials and their normalized masses. 
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Table 2 – Example list of structural materials and normalized masses for a LWR core. 

Isotope s nfs 

H1 7.53E-03 

H2 2.26E-06 

B-10 8.70E-06 

B-11 3.87E-05 

O-16 1.18E-01 

O-17 4.77E-05 

O-18 2.66E-04 

Zr-90 1.25E-01 

Zr-92 4.25E-02 

Zr-94 4.40E-02 

Zr-96 7.24E-03 

Sn-112 4.49E-05 

Sn-114 3.11E-05 

Sn-115 1.62E-05 

Sn-116 6.97E-04 

Sn-117 3.71E-04 

Sn-118 1.18E-03 

Sn-119 4.22E-04 

Sn-120 1.61E-03 

Sn-122 2.33E-04 

Sn-124 2.97E-04 

Next, the cross-section of reactions that absorb and/or emit neutrons are found: 

 The (n-gamma) reaction cross-section, σs,γ [b] 

 The (n-2n) reaction cross-section, σs,2n [b] 

 The (n-3n) reaction cross-section, σs,3n [b] 

 The (n-alpha) reaction cross section, σs,α [b] 

 The (n-p) reaction cross-section, σs,p [b] 

The non-fuel material production (σs,P) and destruction cross-sections (σs,D) are 

found for every non-fuel isotope. 
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σs,P = 2 ∙ σs,2n + 3 ∙ σs,3n (9) 

σs,D = σs,γ + σs,2n + σs,3n + σs,α + σs,p (10) 

Note that the (n,2n) and (n,3n) reaction cross-sections are accounted once in the 

destruction cross-section because they cause the destruction of a neutron. The new 

neutrons these reactions emit are accounted in the production cross-section, keeping the 

net neutron production correct. 

The contribution of the non-fuel (nf) materials to the neutron population is 

calculated and a total production (pnf) and destruction (dnf) contributions in units of n/s/kg 

of fuel/unit flux are found as constants independent of fluence. Note that cross-sections 

are in barns, As is mass number of isotope s in kg/mol, and NA is the Avogadro constant. 

pnf = ∑ nfs ∙

S

s=1

σs,P ∙ 10−24 ∙ NA ∙ As
−1 (11) 

dnf = ∑ nfs ∙

S

s=1

σs,D ∙ 10−24 ∙ NA ∙ As
−1 (12) 

Accounting for these non-fuel effects is explained in the next section. 

3.1.4 Thermal Disadvantage Factor Calculation 

The previous section formulates the method for determining the neutron 

production and destruction rates of non-fuel materials. The thermal disadvantage factor is 
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used (for reactors that operate mainly with thermal neutrons) to combine the production 

and destruction rates of the fuel with those of the non-fuel materials [11]. 

In order to calculate the thermal disadvantage factor (ξ), thermal utilization is first 

defined. Since neutrons are not only absorbed by the fuel but the moderator as well, the 

thermal utilization (f) defines the fraction of absorbed neutrons that are absorbed in the 

fuel.  

1

𝑓
=

Σ̅a𝑀𝑜𝑑 ∙  V𝑀𝑜𝑑

Σ̅a𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ V𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙

F + E (13) 

Where Mod is the moderator, Fuel is the fuel, and V is volume. The functions F 

and E are defined as:  

𝐹(𝑥) =
𝑥 ∙ 𝐼0(𝑥)

2 ∙ 𝐼1(𝑥)
 (14) 

𝐸(𝑦, 𝑧) =
𝑧2 − 𝑦2

2𝑦
(

𝐼0(𝑦) ∙ 𝐾1(𝑧) + 𝐾0(𝑦) ∙ 𝐼1(𝑧)

𝐼1(𝑧) ∙ 𝐾0(𝑦) − 𝐾1(𝑧) ∙ 𝐼1(𝑦)
) 

 

(15) 

Where I and K are modified Bessel functions and the variables are defines as: 

 x = a/LFuel 

 y = a/LMod 

 z = b/LMod 

 L : diffusion length 

 a : radius of the fuel rod 

 b : radius of equivalent cell  
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Figure 7 – Equivalent cell for thermal disadvantage calculation 

 

Figure 7 depicts the equivalent cell in a fuel lattice. The macroscopic absorption 

cross-section determination is detailed in Section 3.2. 

Once the thermal utilization is determined, the thermal disadvantage factor (ξ) is 

found using the formula:  

𝑓 =
Σ̅a𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ V𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙

Σ̅a𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ V𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 + Σ̅a𝑀𝑜𝑑 ∙ V𝑀𝑜𝑑 ∙ 𝜉
 (16) 

Or equivalently:  
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𝜉 =
Σ̅a𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ V𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ (1 − 𝑓)

(Σ̅a𝑀𝑜𝑑 ∙ V𝑀𝑜𝑑) ∙ 𝑓
 (17) 

So that:  

𝜉 =
ϕ̅𝑀𝑜𝑑

ϕ̅𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙

 (18) 

The thermal disadvantage is used to add the non-fuel material contributions to the 

fuel library. Here, Pfuel(F) and Dfuel(F) correspond to the production and destruction rates 

before the non-fuel material contributions are added.  

𝑃(𝐹) = 𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝐹) + 𝜉 ∙ 𝑝𝑛𝑓 (19) 

𝐷(𝐹) = 𝐷𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝐹) + 𝜉 ∙ 𝑝𝑛𝑓 (20) 
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3.1.5 Discharge fluence determination 

This section describes the methodology for finding discharge fluence in a multi-

batch reactor assuming the batch compositions are known. Core criticality is used as the 

discharge condition by refueling the reactor when the k-value drops below unity. In 

refueling, the oldest batch is replaced by fresh fuel and the position of the remaining 

batches is shuffled when the criticality condition is met. 

Begin by taking an N-batch reactor. Each batch has a fuel library derived from a 

reactor database according to the batch composition. Every batch has a fluence F(n)(t) 

where n is the batch index and t is the time measured from the beginning of the burnup 

cycle. Therefore the fluence of the N batches are given as (F(1), F(2), …, F(N)) where the 

fluence of the fresh batch, F(1)(t=0), is zero at the beginning of the cycle. 

A time step Δt is defined as the period in which the magnitudes of the average 

fluxes in each region are assumed constant. This step is selected so that it is much smaller 

than the cycle length as it will be used to march forward through the cycle by increasing 

the fluence of every batch. After each time the fluence is incremented, the new criticality 

of the core will be checked, and the process will be repeated until the core criticality is 

less than unity. 
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Figure 8 – Discharge fluence determination for an example 3-batch LWR reactor. 

 

Figure 8 depicts the increase in batch fluences marching forward in time for a 3-

batch reactor. Initially the first batch has zero fluence, and the third batch has the highest. 

As fuel is burned the fluence of the batches increase until the criticality of the core drops 

below unity. This marks the end of the cycle and the oldest batch is discharged. 

To march forward through the cycle, Δt is used to calculate ΔF(n)(t) for each batch 

and time step. In general, if the volume and time averaged flux (Φ(n)(t)) of batch n over 
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time step starting at t is known, the fluence increment ΔF(n)(t) can be calculated for the 

core: 

ΔF(n)(t) [
n

cm2
] = Δt [s] ∙ Φ(n)(t) [

n

cm2
∙ s] (21) 

Here, it is recognized that the batches do not operate under the same flux. The two 

methods of finding the relative fluxes of the batches (r(1)(t), …, r(N)(t)), termed  the equal 

power share and spatial flux methods, are presented later in this section. These unitless 

relative fluxes are averaged over the volume occupied by each batch. Depending on the 

method used to calculate them, they may be fully time dependent and change at each time 

step, or they may change more rarely – for example, only when the spatial flux 

distribution is recalculated. 

Given that the relative flux of the batches has been found for a time step, a flux 

scaling factor (with flux units) for the relative fluxes (Φscale) needs to be calculated. This 

scaling factor assures that the reactor power output integrated over the time-step is 

correct. This process is iterative because isotopic transmutation gives rise to a nonlinear 

relationship between fluence and burnup. During the very first time-step Φscale is guessed 

based on the fuel library database, but later the scaling factor from the previous time-step 

is used as an initial guess (the g subscript refers to guess values): 

ΔFg
(n)

(t) = Δt ∙ Φscale,g(t) ∙ r(n)(t) (22) 
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Next, the change in fluence is used to determine the corresponding change in 

burnup for the reactor core over that time step. Note that the change in burnup for a given 

time step is the same for the equal power sharing assumption, but this is not true for the 

spatial method. 

ΔBg(t) =
1

mcore
∑ m(n) (B (F(n) + ΔF(n)(t)) − B(F(n)))

N

n=1

 (23) 

Where m(n) is the mass of batch n. Now the change of burnup (ΔBg(t)) 

corresponding to the change in fluence (ΔFg(t)) is used to determine the power during 

that time-step for that flux scaling factor: 

Pcore,g(t) =
ΔBg(t)

Δt
∙ mcore (24) 

Here the change in burnup (ΔBg(t)) is in units of MWd/kgIHM, time-step (Δt) is 

in days, and the mass of the core (mcore) is in units of kg. The value for the power of the 

core from this calculation is compared to the target power to find a flux correction factor 

(εϕ): 

εϕ =
Pcore

Pcore,g(t)
 

(25) 

Φscale = εϕ ∙ Φscale,g (26) 
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The flux correction factor is used to update Φscale as given in the equation above. 

The flux correction factor calculation is repeated until the power ratio of successive 

iterations, εϕ, falls within a threshold tolerance around unity.  

After the completion of this step the fluence of the batches can be updated. 

ΔF(n)(t) = Δt ∙ (Φscale ∙ εϕ) ∙ r(n)(t) (27) 

F(n)(t + Δt) = F(n)(t) + ΔF(n)(t) (28) 

Next, the neutron production and destruction rate of each batch is found at their 

new fluence. 

P(n)(t + Δt) = P(F(n)(t + Δt)) (29) 

D(n)(t + Δt) = D(F(n)(t + Δt)) (30) 

The new criticality of the core is calculated. The nonleakage probability (PNL) of 

the reactor is given in the reactor database. It is used in the criticality calculation as given 

below. Note that the production (P) and destruction (D) vectors have been updated to 

include the non-fuel material contributions, weighted by the thermal disadvantage factor. 

k(t + Δt) = PNL ∙
∑ P(n)(t + Δt) ∙ r(n)(t + Δt)N

n=1  

∑ D(n)(t + Δt)N
n=1 ∙ r(n)(t + Δt)

 (31) 
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Next, time is advanced by making t into t + t.  If k remains greater than unity, 

the simulation continues marching through time and fluence. If k has been found to have 

dropped below unity the precise fluence at which the cycle ends is calculated using linear 

interpolation on the k values for two succeeding steps and their corresponding k values. 

Φscale is not corrected again for this final step. 

Once the discharge fluence of the N’th batch, F(N), is found, its discharge burnup 

and composition are obtained directly from the batch’s fluence-dependent fuel library. 

Time is reset to zero and the updated fluences of the other batches (F(1), F(2), …, F(N-1)) 

carry to the next cycle with their indices increased by one once this new cycle begins. 

3.1.6 Equal Power Share Method 

Batches in nuclear reactor cores are not exposed to a constant level of flux 

throughout their lifetime. Bright-lite incrementally increases the fluence of the batches. 

Therefore, to accurately increase fluences it is necessary to estimate the relative 

magnitudes of the average flux of batches. One method to estimate the relative flux is by 

assuming that every batch contributes equally to the power of the reactor. Batch power 

density P [MW/kg] can be found using the selected time step Δt [day] and batch burnup 

during that time step ΔB [MWd/kg]. 

P = ΔB/Δt (32) 
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An example plot showing the dependency between burnup and fluence is given in 

Figure 9. Recognizing that the curve is non-linear, it can be concluded that in general 

older batches (with higher fluence) must be exposed to higher flux to keep power density 

constant.  

 

Figure 9 – Increase of burnup with fluence for a 4% enriched LWR fuel. 

 

In order to operate the Bright-lite reactor under the equal power share assumption, 

every batch much undergo equal burnup. First, the batch with lowest increase in burnup 

for a given fluence increase (n = N) is selected and its fluence increased. This fluence is 

found by the following equation, where Φ is the fuel library flux. 

ΔF = Δt ∙ Φ (33) 
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The corresponding burnup increase is found next. 

ΔB = B(F(N) + ΔF) − B(F(N)) (34) 

The fluence increase for the remaining batches is found so that the following 

equation is satisfied. 

ΔB = B(F(n) + ΔF(n)) − B(F(n)) (35) 

This yields a ΔF(n) for every batch. Since batch N was selected to be the batch 

with the lowest increase in burnup, ΔF(N) will have the highest value among all n. Taking 

this value as a normalization factor, the relative flux (r(n)) of every batch can be 

determined using the following equation.  

𝑟(𝑛) =
Δ𝐹(𝑛)

Δ𝐹(𝑁)
 

(36) 

This will yield a relative flux of unity for the oldest batch, and relative fluxes 

lower than unity for the remaining batches. These relative fluxes are then used in the 

criticality calculation. 

3.1.7 Steady-state Burnup Determination 

This section describes the determination of the steady-state discharge burnup of 

fuel batches of a fixed composition. Using the fuel composition (ci), a corresponding fuel 
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library can be found, called Lfuel (as explained in Section 3.1.2). The steady-state burnup 

corresponding to a library L is given by the function BU(L), which returns a steady-state 

burnup (b) corresponding to the library L. (This function also requires several reactor 

parameters saved in the fuel library such as number of batches, non-leakage probability, 

and tolerance values.) 

 
Figure 10 – Operation of BU() 

Figure 10 depicts the implementation of BU() for a simple reshuffling scheme. 

First, the reactor is started with N batches with each batch at a fluence of zero. In this first 

step the batch numbers (n) from 1 to N are assigned to the batches (Section 3.1.8 

describes the input fuel calculation for ‘real’ cycles). Note that the composition of the 

fuel is already factored in the fuel library that is being used. An irradiation cycle is begun, 

following the methodology described in Section 3.1.5. 
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Let c be the cycle index. Then the first cycle (c=1) fluences are given as F(n),[c] = 0 

for all n. Once the reactor is loaded the progression of reactor cycles begin. The forward 

mode calculation within the iteration loop returns the burnup of the oldest batch at the 

end of cycle c, named b[c]. In case where more than one batch has the maximum fluence, 

which only applies to the first startup cycles where initial batches have been resident for 

equal number of cycles, the batch with highest n (n=N) is selected. 

Next, the Nth
 batch is discharged and the batch and cycle indexes are incremented 

(i.e. the batch index for the new cycle c+1 becomes F(n+1),[c+1] = F(n),[c]). A new batch (n = 

1) is loaded and assigned zero fluence (F(1),[c+1] = 0) and the new core is burned for 

another cycle. This process can summarized as: 

1. Start steady-state burnup determination using the fuel library L. 

2. Assign F(n),[1] = 0 for all n, where [1] refers to the first cycle. 

3. Burn the fuel using forward mode, and obtain the discharge fluence b[c] 

where [c] is the cycle index. (Forward mode increases the fluence of every 

batch.) 

4. Discharge batch n=N, increment all batch indexes by one (F(n+1),[c+1] = 

F(n),[c]), and add fresh batch (F(1),[c+1] = 0). 

5. Check if |b[c+1] – b[c]| < ε, where ε is a predefined tolerance value. If the 

difference is within tolerance return b[c+1], otherwise go to step 3. 
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Note that this calculation process is similar to the one that is carried out when a 

new reactor is started up (described in Section 3.1.9), except that the compositions of the 

initial N batches loaded to the core are identical in steady-state burnup calculation. In 

reactors with different refueling schedules, the method matches the reactors refueling. 

 

3.1.8 Input fuel calculation 

Bright-lite uses an iterative method to blend two fuel streams that will yield a 

given target burnup. Libraries are created for each fuel stream; a stream can consist of 

one individual isotope (such as U235 or U238) or mixture of several (such as recycled 

plutonium or depleted uranium). 

 

Figure 11 – Operation of ‘blending’ mode. 
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Given that two streams are available and their fuel libraries determined, Bright-

lite finds the relative mass fraction of each stream so that the combined library will result 

in the fuel that yields the target burnup (btarget). This iterative process, named the 

‘blending’ mode, is depicted in Figure 11. For two fuel streams A and B associated with 

libraries Lhf and Llf, the mass fraction of stream A, x, is used to generate L(x), an input 

fuel library. 

L(x) = [Lhf ∙ x] + [Llf ∙ (1 − x)] (37) 

To determine x that yields the target burnup at steady-state, Bright-lite first 

calculates the steady-date discharge burnup attainable by each stream if it were the only 

one used. In other words, Bright-lite first calculates the attainable discharge burnup if 

x=0, then calculates it for x=1. The calculation for determining the steady-state burnup is 

performed by the BU(L), described in Section 3.1.7. 

BU(𝐿(𝑥𝑚)) = bm (38) 

Here the function BU() uses the fuel library L(x) and iterates burnup calculations 

according to the procedure defined in Section 3.1.5 until an equilibrium cycle is reached 

and a steady-state burnup, bm, is found. In some cases, such as a stream of only U238, the 

core may never achieve criticality. When this occurs, the steady-state discharge burnup is 

set to zero. 
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Hence the iterative process for determining the value of x that attains the desired 

steady-state burnup btarget starts by determining the burnups of these two streams, defined 

as: 

b1 = BU(Lhf) (39) 

b2 = BU(Llf) (40) 

Where Lhf is the library of the first available stream and Llf is the second. Here for 

b1, x1 = 1; and for b2, x2 = 0. Next, x3 is found by interpolating on btarget: 

𝑥3 = 𝑥1 + (𝑥2 − 𝑥1) ∙
𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑏1

𝑏2 − 𝑏1
 (41) 

Using x2 and x3, a secant method approach is taken to find xtarget. xm+1 is found by: 

𝑥𝑚+1 = 𝑥𝑚 + (𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − BU(L(xm)))
𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑚−1

𝐵𝑈(𝐿(𝑥𝑚)) − 𝐵𝑈(𝐿(𝑥𝑚−1))
 (42) 

New library L(xm) is calculated using its ratio (xm). 

L(xm) = [Lhf ∙ xm] + [Llf ∙ (1 − xm)] (43) 
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This iteration is repeated until an x value which yields a steady-state burnup close 

to btarget is found, namely so that |btarget – bm| < ε where ε is the tolerance value (usually 

0.001). 

3.1.9 Startup Fuel Composition Determination 

Reactors have unique startup batch compositions in order to smooth the power 

profile and more efficiently use fuel during the startup cycles. A fresh core loaded 

entirely with fuel for steady-state operation would have very high initial cycle lengths as 

well as uneven power profiles. Therefore it is necessary to determine startup fuel 

compositions that provide an acceptable cycle length and core power distribution. 

Startup fuel compositions in Bright-lite are determined by first obtaining the 

steady-state fuel composition as discussed in Section 3.1.8. This is interpreted as the fuel 

composition once the startup transient has run its course and the reactor’s reloading 

cycles are reaching equilibrium.  In the input fuel calculation described in that section, x 

defines the fraction of two blended fuel streams. In the determination of the startup fuel 

compositions, the libraries of the two streams that were available for blending are first 

labeled as Lhf and Llf, where Lhf is the high fissile stream library and Llf is the library of 

the stream with low fissile isotope content. The user is tasked with correctly labeling the 

streams. For example, a natural uranium (or depleted uranium) stream would be low 

fissile, whereas an enriched uranium (or reprocessed plutonium) stream is high fissile. 

The stream fraction x is used to define the fraction of the high fissile stream Lhf so 

that the combined fuel library used in the reactor core is given by: 
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𝐿ℎ𝑓 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝐿𝑙𝑓 ∙ (1 − 𝑥) = 𝐿𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 (44) 

For an N batch reactor the fraction x is utilized to determine the blending fraction 

of the first N batches for startup. These batches are assigned increasing fissile stream 

fractions according to the formula (if equal power sharing is used): 

𝑥(𝑛) = (
𝑥

2
) ∙ (1 +

𝑛 − 1

𝑁
)     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑛     (45) 

Where x(n) refers to the blending fraction of the nth stream. Note that there are no 

batches in the startup reactor core with the fraction x. The batch with the steady-state 

fraction is loaded after the first cycle.  

For example, a 3 batch LWR can have a U-235 stream (Lhf) and a U-238 stream 

(Llf) available for blending to determine input fuel. If the steady-state blending fraction is 

found to be 4.00 %, then the startup blending fractions for the first three batches would be 

2.00 % for batch 1, 2.67 % for batch 2, and 3.33 % for the final startup batch. Next, the 

fuel is burned as described in Section 3.1.5. 
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3.1.10 Summary of Blending Mode Methodology 

 
Figure 12 – Summary of Bright-lite methodology in ‘Blending Mode’ 

Figure 12 shows the steps taken by Bright-lite when a reactor is operated in 

‘blending mode.’ In this figure dashed lines indicate data inputs and arrows indicate 

outputs. Before the simulation at least one cross-section set is selected (two cross-section 

sets are shown in the figure). Each cross-section set is used to create a corresponding 

isotope library database. These isotope library databases are needed before the Bright-lite 

simulation begins. 

The user provides reactor information (including number of batches and target 

burnup) as well as the available streams for blending in the simulation input file. The 

composition of these available streams are usually determined by the fuel cycle 

simulator, in this case Cyclus. During runtime the reactor information is used first to 
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create the fuel library database (reading and saving parameters such as nonleakage), and 

then to calculate the contribution of non-fuel materials to the neutron balance. All of this 

information, as well as the available stream compositions, is used in the input fuel 

calculation step. The startup fuel compositions are calculated next. With this step all the 

fuel composition information needed to burn fuel is determined. The reactor continues to 

burn fuel using the discharge fluence calculation step until decommissioning.  
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3.2 SPATIAL FLUX CALCULATION 

The fluence based neutron balance approach can simulate multiple batches with 

unique burnup histories by separately tracking the fluence of each batch. Without 

considering spatial neutron transport, the method can only determine the relative neutron 

flux of different batches if an assumption such as equal power sharing among batches is 

made. But there are cases where the equal power sharing approximation would not be 

appropriate.  Examples include driver-blanket and driver-target configurations where the 

power density of the blanket or target regions are very different from that of the driver.  

Spatial flux calculations are used to overcome this limitation by determining the 

relative average flux inside macroscopic spatial regions. These fluxes are then used to 

scale the batch- or region-specific rate of increase of fluence more accurately.  The 

remainder of this development will consider an N-batch driver fuel loading with an 

additional macroscopic region which may contain a blanket or targets. The approach 

generalizes to any number of concentric regions. 

First, the batches are arranged in concentric cylinders as shown in Figure 13. The 

arrangement of the batches can vary depending on the problem. The areas of regions are 

kept equal for a case where each batch corresponds to a region of equal mass. In a 

breeding reactor the breeding blanket would be located at the outermost shell to 

maximize neutron utilization. For LWRs the outermost shell is set as a thick 

moderator/reflector region. 
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Figure 13 - Spatial batch arrangement for flux calculation. 

 

Spatial flux calculations are repeated for every time-step in the discharge fluence 

determination (Section 3.1.5) since the change in fluence affects the material cross-

sections used in this calculation. The results of the spatial flux calculation are used in the 

relative flux vector, r(n). 

Determination of relative flux distribution in the multiplying medium is done by 

solving the one energy group neutron diffusion equation using concentric cylinders 

(infinite height dimension) and finite differencing. For the solution, the following space 

and material property dependent discretized diffusion equation is used. 
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𝐴 ∙ 𝜙 − (
𝜈Σ𝑓

𝑘
) ∙ 𝜙 = 0 (46) 

The discretized form of this equation is: 

−
𝐷

Δ2
(𝜙𝑟+1 (

2𝑟 + 1

2𝑟
) − 2𝜙𝑟 + 𝜙𝑟−1 (

2𝑟 − 1

2𝑟
)) + (Σ𝑎 −

1

𝑘
𝜈Σ𝑓) 𝜙𝑟 = 0 (47) 

Here, the subscript r indexes to the discrete radial cells in the finite differenced 

geometry, Δ is the cell radial thickness, D is the diffusion coefficient, Σf is the 

macroscopic fission cross section, Σa is the macroscopic absorption cross section, and ϕr 

is the flux on cell r. The multiplication factor of the core, k, needs to be determined. 

The diffusion coefficient D is determined using the transport cross-section Σtr. It 

is given by Eq. (48), where Σtr is provided by the user (since the libraries lack scattering 

cross sections) and usually taken from lookup tables to obtain representative values. 

Alternatively, the user can choose to use the default value for all fluence-independent 

cross-sections. These default cross-sections, taken from [12], are provided in Table 3.  

 

Table 3 – Default cross-sections for Spatial flux calculation in Bright-lite 

 Σtr [cm-1] Σa [cm-1] ν Σf [cm-1] 

Fuel (LWR) 0.2424 - - 

Moderator (Water) 0.1864 0.0012 0 
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Since the transport cross-section is kept constant, the diffusion coefficient is 

therefore assumed to be independent of fluence. It found using equation (48). 

𝐷 =
1

3 ∙ Σ𝑡𝑟
 (48) 

The absorption and fission cross sections of each region are derived from the 

material properties described by the fluence based data. First, P(n) and D(n) are found for 

each batch at its fluence F(n). 

P(n)
 = P(F(n)) (49) 

D(n) = D(F(n)) (50) 

 

The production and destruction cross sections νΣ(n)
f and Σ(n)

a are calculated from 

P(n) and D(n). 

𝜈 ∙ Σ𝑓
(𝑛)

[
1

𝑐𝑚
] = 𝑃(𝑛) [

n

𝑠 ∙ 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝜙
] ∙ 𝜌 [

𝑔

𝑐𝑚3
] (51) 

Σ𝑎
(𝑛)

[
1

𝑐𝑚
] = 𝐷(𝑛) [

n

𝑠 ∙ 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝜙
] ∙ 𝜌 [

𝑔

𝑐𝑚3
] (52) 

Here ρ is the average density of the region. 
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Figure 14 – An example ϕ vector for a three batch LWR where the batches are shown. 

 

An example for the result from this calculation is given in Figure 14. This figure 

was generated for a three batch reactor with decreasing enrichments and a moderator 

filling the outermost region. Once the vector ϕr is found, the average flux over each 

region (ϕ*(n)) is determined by averaging the flux of each cell within the region with the 

cross sectional area of the cell as its weight: 

𝜙∗(𝑛) =
1

𝐴(𝑛)
∑ 𝜙𝑟 ∙ 𝐴𝑟

𝑟: 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛

 (53) 

Here ϕ*(n) is the un-normalized average flux of region n, A(n) is the area of region 

n, and Ar is the radial area of the cell r. 
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The relative flux of a batch (r(n)) is determined by dividing the un-normalized 

average flux values by the maximum.  

r(n) =
ϕ(n)

max(ϕ(1), ϕ(2), … , ϕ(N))
 (54) 

These relative fluxes are then used to scale the added fluence of each batch.  

Cross sections continually change with increasing fluence, which in turn affects 

the relative flux. Therefore the spatial flux calculation needs to be repeated within every 

cycle (the frequency is set by the user). At the end of a cycle, the cycle length is 

calculated from the change in burnup of the cycle, ΔB. 

 

tcycle =
ΔB ∙ mcore

P
 (55) 

4. Results 

In this section the operation of Bright-lite as a module for Cyclus was studied. 

The section is separated to three subsections. First section presents five benchmark cases 

for Bright-lite operating in forward mode with the equal power sharing assumption. Next 

section studies simulation times by varying important parameters (such as reactor type 

and number of batches). The final part of the section presents spatial flux calculation 

results. 
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4.1 BRIGHT-LITE VALIDATION 

Bright-lite was run as a module in Cyclus to obtain the results shown in this 

section. All the results in Section 4.1 are obtained under the equal power sharing 

assumption.  

4.1.1 Lifetime Results Comparison against EFC-COSI 

In the first part of the section, the Nuclear Energy Agency’s The Economics of 

The Nuclear Fuel Cycle (EFC) study is used to validate Bright-lite’s reactor startup, 

steady-state, and shutdown results [13]. The study uses the computer code COSI (Section 

2.4) to generate results. Next, in Section 4.1.2, VISION is used for additional steady-state 

validations for various reactor types. 

Case 1: LWR 33 MWd/kg Burnup with 3 Batches 

This case is a 3-batch LWR with initial enrichments given in Table 4. These input 

enrichments are used for both the EFC study and Bright-lite.  

 

Table 4 – Initial fuel loading parameters for Case 1. 

Batch Enrichment [%] 

1 1.500 

2 2.400 

3 2.950 

n>3 3.100 
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Figure 15 – Burnup results comparison for Case 1. 

Using the inputs from the EFC study, a Bright-lite reactor was run in Cyclus. The 

‘standLWR’ library was used with a nonleakage probability of 0.9565. Note that the 

nonleakage is used as a calibration factor and should be determined using known results. 

The burnup results from the two cases are compared in Figure 15. 

The discharge U235 concentrations of the two cases are shown in Figure 16. 

Fissile Pu (Pu239 and Pu241) concentrations are shown in Figure 17 and total Pu in 

Figure 18. 
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Figure 16 – U235 discharge composition comparison for Case 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 17 – Fissile Pu discharge composition for Case 1. 
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Figure 18 – Total Pu discharge composition for Case 1. 

 

The results from Bright-lite show good agreement with the EFC study, where the 

differences in the predicted discharge burnup are less than 5% for every batch. The 

average error for the discharge compositions is sometimes higher, with some transient 

batches showing differences of 10%. 

 

Case 2: LWR 42.5 MWD/kg Burnup with 4 Batches 

Case 2 uses a LWR with higher burnup and 4 batches. The startup and steady-

state fuel compositions used in both Bright-lite and EFC are given in Table 5. In this 

case, Bright-lite uses the “extLWR” library with a nonleakage value of 0.9773. 
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Table 5 – Initial fuel loading parameters for Case 2. 

Batch Enrichment [%] 

1 1.800 

2 2.204 

3 2.656 

4 3.100 

n>4 3.600 

 

Figure 19 compares the discharge burnups from the two sources. Good agreement 

can be seen in the steady state and discharge batches in this figure. Figure 20 shows the 

discharge U235 concentrations, Figure 21 the fissile Pu concentrations and Figure 22 

total Pu at discharge. 

 
Figure 19 – Discharge burnup comparison for Case 2. 
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Figure 20 – U235 discharge composition comparison for Case 2. 

 
Figure 21 – Fissile Pu discharge composition comparison for Case 2. 
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Figure 22 – Total Pu discharge composition comparison for Case 2. 

It can be observed form the figures that the stead-state values are generally in 

good agreement, with errors less than 5%. The initial and final batches show higher 

errors. Bright-lite is using a burnup-averaged cross section set representative of the 

targeted discharge burnup. This cross section set is less appropriate for the two shutdown 

batches which are only partially burned, leading to greater differences in some aspects of 

the mass balance for those batches. 
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4.1.2 Steady-State Results Comparison against VISION 

Case 3: LWR 51 MWd/kg Burnup with 4 Batches 

VISION lookup tables were used in this case to obtain steady-state results. The 

values used here are recipes generated from neutronics calculations carried out by 

national research laboratories. Since the exact design and burnup cycle parameters of the 

reactor modeled in VISION are not fully specified, a perfect match between VISION 

cross-sections and the ones used to generate the Bright-lite isotope library database is not 

expected. 

A fuel enrichment of 4.3 % was used in both VISION and Bright-lite. The 

“extLWR” library was used in Bright-lite with the nonleakage probability of 0.9773. 

Note that this nonleakage corresponds to this library, and the same value was used for 

Case 2. Table 6 compares the results from both VISION and Bright-lite, where Bright-lite 

calculated both the burnup and discharge composition. 

 

Table 6 – Case 3 results and errors. 

 

VISION Bright-lite Error [%]

Equil. Burnup [MWd/kg] 51 52 1.96

U235 [%] 0.765 0.7711 0.80

U236 [%] 0.571 0.5623 1.52

U238 [%] 92.1 92.04 0.07

PU238 [%] 0.029 0.034 16.52

PU239 [%] 0.615 0.5951 3.24

PU240 [%] 0.291 0.2314 20.48

PU241 [%] 0.176 0.2049 16.42
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It can be observed that the results for the isotopes of uranium are in good 

agreement with VISION, whereas plutonium isotopes have errors as high as 20%.  This is 

likely due to Bright-lite’s treatment of one group cross sections as averaged over burnup.  

Plutonium-240, in particular, features large resonances whose flux weighted average 

cross sections display considerable energy self-shielding effects with burnup. Thus Pu-

240 has an effective one group cross section that varies considerably during the burn 

cycle of typical MOX fuel, which is not taken into account in the Bright-lite 

methodology.   

 

Case 4: MOX 51 MWd/kg Burnup with 5 Batches 

This case simulates a 5 batch MOX reactor taken from the VISION recipes. The 

input fuel composition is given in Table 7. In Bright-lite these inputs were used with the 

“PWRMOX” library at a nonleakage of 0.9475. 

 

Table 7 – Initial fuel loading parameters for Case 4. 

Isotope Fraction [%] 

U234 0.002012 

U235 0.225139 

U238 89.77562 

Pu238 0.258245 

Pu239 5.430945 

Pu240 2.58645 

Pu241 0.913459 

Pu242 0.762633 
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The results for this case can be found in Table 8. Again, the nonleakage 

probability is used as a calibration factor to match the steady-state burnup. It can be seen 

that the errors vary, with the highest error under 15%. 

 

Table 8 – Case 4 results and errors. 

 

 

Case 5: FR 185.6 MWd/kg Burnup with 6 Batches 

This case models a sodium cooled, low conversion ratio (CR = 0.25) fast reactor 

operating with 6 batches. The comparison results for the case are obtained from VISION 

metal cooled reactor libraries (“UOX to FR-mtl-0.25”). The input fuel composition is 

given in Table 9. 

 

Table 9 – Initial fuel loading parameters for Case 5. 

Isotope Fraction [%] 

U234 0.00003 

U235 0.10861 

U236 0.00099 

VISION Bright-lite Error [%]

Equil. Burnup [MWd/kg] 51 51

U235 [%] 0.12 0.121 0.99

U236 [%] 0.026 0.023 12.22

U238 [%] 86.695 87.26 0.65

PU238 [%] 0.234 0.212 9.56

PU239 [%] 2.904 2.483 14.50

PU240 [%] 2.284 2.194 3.96

PU241 [%] 1.22 1.247 2.20
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U238 54.36345 

Np237 2.15051 

Pu238 1.04510 

Pu239 21.74518 

Pu240 10.26292 

Pu241 4.84338 

Pu242 2.99695 

Am241 1.53634 

Am243 0.68109 

Cm242 0.00005 

Cm244 0.23874 

The results from both VISION and Bright-lite are presented in Table 10. It can be 

seen from the results that Bright-lite is in good agreement with VISION. The error is 

lower for constituents with higher fractions. Generally it is to be expected that Bright-lite 

treatment of fast reactor burnup cycles will exhibit better agreement with higher-fidelity 

methods. The neutron energy spectrum does not shift considerably during the burn cycle, 

and the vast majority of neutrons do not slow down to the resolved resonance region 

where energy self-shielding effects can vary dramatically with species concentration and 

burnup. 
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Table 10 – Case 5 results and errors. 

 
  

VISION Bright-lite Error [%]

Equil. Burnup [MWd/kg] 185.6 185.6

CS135 [%] 0.00838 0.00764 8.9

CS137 [%] 0.00738 0.00651 11.8

U235 [%] 0.000440 0.000490 11.2

U236 [%] 0.000180 0.000150 14.0

U238 [%] 0.4748 0.4875 2.7

PU238 [%] 0.0142 0.0139 2.2

PU239 [%] 0.1247 0.1293 3.7

PU240 [%] 0.09458 0.09166 3.1

PU241 [%] 0.0228 0.0242 6.1

AM241 [%] 0.0114 0.0116 1.9

AM243 [%] 0.00733 0.00713 2.7
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4.2 SIMULATION TIMES 

One of Bright-lite’s design objectives is to minimize the increase in execution 

time of a Cyclus simulation. This section quantifies the execution time of the Bright-lite 

module when incorporated into a complete Cyclus simulation. The simulations operate a 

fleet of one or more reactors, with each running for 50 cycles before being 

decommissioned. The simulation times for a variety of simulations are given in Table 11. 

All simulations were run in a virtual machine operating in Ubuntu 14.04 with 2 

processors, 4 GB memory, and 64-bit system architecture. 

The initial rows in the table demonstrate the effect of input fuel isotopes on 

simulation time. Here, the input fuel isotopes refer to the number of isotopes in the input 

fuel composition vector, ci. Since mass-weighted averaging in performed on these 

isotopes every refuel, decreasing this parameter improves simulation time. 

The effect of the number of batches is studied next in Table 11. It can be observed 

that the number of batches affect simulation time less than input isotopes. Next, the 

number of reactors are varied for a standard LWR reactor with two input isotopes (U235 

and U238). As expected, the runtime varies nearly linearly with the number of reactors 

and stands at about 1 second per reactor when the fuel contains just two input isotopes (as 

is the case for uranium-fueled LWRs). 
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The number of batches into which the total core inventory is subdivided is varied 

next. The number of batches is observed to have a minor effect on simulation time. These 

last lines demonstrate that the number of batches minimally affect simulation time for 

blend mode as well. 

 

Table 11 – Simulation time study for Bright-lite reactors. 

Reactor 

Reactor 

Mode 

Flux 

Mode Batches 

Input 

Isotopes Reactors 

Simulation 

Time (s) 

FR 

Forward 

Eq Pow 

6 

14 

1 

5.0 

10 4.5 

7 3.7 

4 2.4 

2 1.4 

2 

14 

4.7 

3 4.9 

5 5.1 

10 6.1 

LWR 

3 2 

1 2.1 

5 5.9 

10 10.3 

20 19.9 

50 47.9 

300 300.0 

1000 1164.5 

Blend 

1 

2 1 

2.1 

3 3.2 

5 3.7 

10 3.9 
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It can be concluded from this study that simulation times generally scale linearly 

with number of initial fuel isotopes for single reactors. Simulation times scale linearly 

with number of reactors and total initial isotopes. Batches have a lower effect on runtime.  
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4.3 SPATIAL FLUX 

4.3.1 Spatial Flux Validation using MCNP 

This section addresses validation and benchmarking of the one group diffusion 

theory approach to approximating the spatial flux distribution in a reactor using transport 

calculations. However, since transport calculations are more detailed than the diffusion 

approach we do not expect the same results from the two methods. Nevertheless 

comparison of the results of the two methods quantifies the error of the spatial flux 

approach.  

To that end, the spatial flux profile of a 3 batch LWR core were calculated using 

MCNP and the spatial method of Bright-lite. The MCNP model of the geometry is shown 

in Figure 23, where the three inner regions (yellow-blue-magenta) are homogenized fuel 

batches (each batch is divided into subsections of the same material to resolve the flux 

spectrum) and the outermost region (green) is water moderator. The geometry of the 

reactor core, moderator ratio, and other parameters were taken from the 3-batch 33 

MWd/kg reactor previously presented in Section 4.1.1.  

The core is defined by infinite cylinders perpendicularly cut by reflecting planes 

above and below. The fuel enrichments given in Table 15 were used (1.8, 2.4, 2.66 %) in 
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both simulators. The MCNP input deck used to obtain these results is presented in 

Appendix.  

 

Figure 23 – Geometry of MCNP model. 

 

Figure 24 shows the flux profiles obtained from Bright-lite and MCNP with the 

regions occupied by each batch indicated on the x-axis. The secondary y-axis is used for 

the relative errors.  
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Figure 24 – Flux comparison from spatial method and MCNP. 

 

As expected, the flux is at its peak at the center of the cylindrical reactor and only 

modestly decreases with radius in this well-reflected case. Bright-lite shows a steeper 

decrease compared to MCNP, indicating that the Bright-lite transport calculation predicts 

somewhat greater neutron leakage and a generally higher mean free path inside the 

reactor than does MCNPX.  Nevertheless the figure demonstrates acceptable agreement 

between the two results with relative errors limited to less than 6 %.  
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The difference between the two results may be due to the sensitivity of Bright-lite 

to transport cross-sections whose values are currently approximate. These cross section 

values were taken from [12] and reproduced in the Appendix.   

 

4.3.2 Spatial method time-step convergence study 

The spatial method calculation may need to be repeated several times within a 

burnup cycle to account for the effects of changing material compositions. This section 

looks at the dependence of the calculated steady-state burnup on the frequency with 

which three parameters (time-steps, flux profile calculations, and matrix size) are varied. 

An example 3 batch LWR reactor is operated in forward mode for 15 cycles (other 

parameters kept same as the LWR in Section 4.3.1). The results for the study are 

presented in Table 12.  

The first column in this table shows the time-steps used within a given cycle, the 

second column indicates the number of times the flux profile was recalculated within the 

cycle, and the third column shows the matrix size n (of a n-by-n matrix). The last two 

columns show the total simulation time for 15 cycles and the steady state burnup. 
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Table 12 – Spatial method time step convergence study (all burnups MWd/kgIHM). 

 

Looking at the table above, it can be seen that simulation time is highly dependent 

on the matrix size. The number of time-steps within the cycle does not influence 

simulation time as this is not a costly operation without the recalculation of flux profile. 

Flux calculations and simulation time show a linear dependence, where going 

from 10 to 2 calculations decreases the simulation time from about 20 seconds to 4. 

Finally, simulations times are greatly affected by the matrix size. Decreasing the matrix 

Timesteps

Flux 

Calculations Matrix Size

Simulation 

Time [s]

SS Burnup 

[MWd/kg]

46 23 109 79.7 39.90

24 3 88 6.4 39.69

10 3 88 6.4 39.69

5 3 88 6.3 39.74

3 3 88 6.3 39.78

10 10 88 19.8 39.79

10 5 88 10.2 39.76

10 3 88 6.3 39.96

10 2 88 4.3 39.58

10 1 88 2.4 39.59

10 5 173 61.2 39.83

10 5 109 17.8 39.86

10 5 79 7.8 39.86

10 5 67 5.4 39.89

10 5 51 3.0 39.93

10 5 44 2.3 40.11

10 5 39 1.9 40.01
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size approximately to one-half (from 173 to 79) yields over 7-fold increase in simulation 

time while minimally affecting the results. Therefore when using Bright-lite in spatial 

flux mode, to minimize simulation time user must focus on appropriate matrix size first 

and number of flux calculations second. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.3 Spatial flux comparison for standard LWR reactor 

This section presents a series of cases that illustrate the difference in key outputs 

including discharge burnup and isotopics between the equal power share and spatial flux 

approaches. There are three cases presented in this section, each using the same steady 

state fuel (3.6 % enrichment, loaded to all cases regardless of initial fuel enrichment) for 

the same 3-batch LWR reactor. The first case is not realistic for startup in the sense that 

the enrichment of fuel batches is not staggered, but it is most applicable to equilibrium 
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reload scenario where each refueling batch has a common initial enrichment. Subsequent 

cases will consider initial composition variations between the batches. 

Table 13 gives the input parameters for the first example, where the same 

enrichment is used for all three batches (and reloaded with 3.6 % enriched fuel). The flux 

values presented in this table are for the first time Bright-lite calculates flux before any 

fuel is burned (hence before the calculation of Φscale). These values evolve as the burnup 

cycle progresses, but since the evolution is coupled to the changing isotopics it is not 

straightforward to compare the two approaches later in the cycle. 

It can be seen that, as expected, the equal power sharing approach yields equal 

fluxes for the arrangement. This is physically unrealistic because the average fluxes in the 

second and third annular regions, which are farther from the center of the core, will be 

lower than the flux in the central region. The spatial method captures this effect and its 

consequences on cycle length, burnup, and discharge isotopics.   

 

Table 13 – Relative flux results for equally enriched LWR fuel batches 

Batch 1 2 3 

Enrichment 4 % 4 % 4 % 

Equal Power Flux 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Spatial Flux 1.000 0.821 0.665 
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The discharge burnup results from the reactor operating with the given input can 

be seen in Figure 25. The x-axis in this figure represents the discharge batch number. 

Here, the burnup of the first three discharged batches is shown. In this example the 

spatial flux method shows a more even burnup profile across batches. 

 

Figure 25 – Discharge burnup comparison of Table 13 input parameters. 

 

The discharge compositions of select isotopes are presented in Table 14 where the 

steady state discharge burnup was 39.00 and 38.08 MWd/kgIHM for equal power spatial, 

respectively. In this table the steady state discharge compositions are also compared. The 

difference is calculated compared to the equal power assumption method results. Note 

that the steady state fuel enrichment is same (3.6 %) for all three cases studied in this 
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section. It can be observed from this table that the lower burnup values of the spatial 

method correspond to higher fissile isotopes leftover at discharge. 

 

 

Table 14 – Discharge compositions for Table 13 input parameters. 

Cycle 1 2 3 Equilibrium 

Flux Mode EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial 

U235 [%] 0.014915 0.012657 0.006937 0.01085 0.01023 0.008946 0.009219 0.009557 

Difference [%] 17.8 36.1 14.4 3.5 

Pu239 [%] 0.005777 0.005873 0.005924 0.005925 0.005969 0.005956 0.00596 0.005953 

Difference [%] 1.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 

Pu240 [%] 0.001925 0.002077 0.002176 0.002178 0.002327 0.002262 0.002216 0.002198 

Difference [%] 7.3 0.1 2.9 0.8 

Pu241 [%] 0.001318 0.001555 0.001734 0.001737 0.002072 0.001912 0.001802 0.001766 

Difference [%] 15.2 0.2 8.4 2.0 

Pu242 [%] 0.000297 0.000422 0.000542 0.000545 0.000904 0.000703 0.000595 0.000565 

Difference [%] 29.6 0.5 28.6 5.4 

Am241 [%] 3.70E-05 4.99E-05 6.13E-05 6.15E-05 8.99E-05 7.50E-05 6.60E-05 6.34E-05 

Difference [%] 25.8 0.4 19.8 4.2 

Am243 [%] 5.32E-05 8.94E-05 0.00013 0.000131 0.000292 0.000195 0.00015 0.000138 

Difference [%] 40.5 0.7 50.0 8.5 

 

 

The next example has fuel enrichments increasing from 1.8 to 2.66 %, with the 

batches placed in the core from lowest enrichment in the center to highest at the 
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outermost ring. New fuel (3.8 % enriched) is loaded to the outermost region and all other 

batches are moved inward, discharging the center batch. 

The relative fluxes as calculated by the two methods are given in Table 15. Once 

again, these relative fluxes apply to fresh fuel of the given compositions.  It can be 

observed that the equal power and spatial flux approaches yield similar relative fluxes.  

This is to be expected as the equal power sharing approach is most applicable to cases 

where lower-enrichment or more heavily-burned fuel is at the center of the reactor where 

it is exposed to a higher flux (and hence produces a similar specific power). 

 

Table 15 – Relative flux results comparison for fuel enrichments from 1.8 to 2.66 %. 

Batch 1 2 3 

Enrichment 1.80 % 2.20 % 2.66 % 

Equal Power Flux 1.000 0.874 0.764 

Spatial Flux 1.000 0.844 0.694 

 

The discharge burnup results for this example can be seen in Figure 26. Due to the 

more even flux profile from the equal power assumption, this method yields higher 

burnups for the discharge batches. Observing this figure and the flux profile of the case, it 

can be concluded that the higher burnups of the equal power method is caused by the 

more even flux profile of this method. 
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Figure 26 – Discharge burnup comparison of Table 15 input parameters. 

 

The discharge compositions for this case is given in Table 16. Very high 

differences among the two methods can be observed in the first discharged batch, as this 

batch has been in the reactor for the shortest time. In addition, the highest differences are 

seen in isotopes with low overall fractions. 
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Table 16 – Discharge compositions for Table 15 input parameters. 

Cycle 1 2 3 Equilibrium 

  EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial 

U235 [%] 0.010488 0.011665 0.006647 0.009008 0.009457 0.007769 0.009034 0.009502 

Difference [%] 10.1 26.2 21.7 4.9 

Pu239 [%] 0.00507 0.004619 0.005858 0.005794 0.006018 0.005982 0.005964 0.005954 

Difference [%] 9.8 1.1 0.6 0.2 

Pu240 [%] 0.001196 0.000928 0.001929 0.001847 0.002248 0.002162 0.002225 0.002201 

Difference [%] 29.0 4.4 4.0 1.1 

Pu241 [%] 0.000527 0.00034 0.0013 0.001189 0.001841 0.001675 0.001821 0.001772 

Difference [%] 55.3 9.3 9.9 2.8 

Pu242 [%] 5.94E-05 2.99E-05 0.000285 0.00024 0.00062 0.000491 0.000612 0.00057 

Difference [%] 99.0 18.8 26.3 7.4 

Am241 [%] 8.47E-06 4.40E-06 3.57E-05 3.07E-05 6.83E-05 5.67E-05 6.75E-05 6.38E-05 

Difference [%] 92.6 16.4 20.5 5.8 

Am243 [%] 5.65E-06 2.25E-06 4.99E-05 3.91E-05 0.000159 0.000111 0.000156 0.00014 

Difference [%] 151.3 27.9 42.8 11.7 

 

The final example has a steeper range for fuel enrichments, from 1 to 5 %. The 

input enrichments and resulting relative fluxes for this example can be found in Table 17. 

Just like in the previous case, the batch with the lowest enrichment is placed in the center 

of the core and burned for only one cycle as it is discharged first.  

The relative fluxes presented in the table effectively demonstrate the differences 

between the two methods. The spatial method yields a relatively even flux profile for the 

core, whereas the equal power sharing assumption forces a steep and non-physical flux 

profile due to the high difference in enrichments. 
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Table 17 – Relative flux results comparison for fuel enrichments from 1 to 5 %. 

Batch 1 2 3 

Enrichment 1 % 3 % 5 % 

Equal Power Flux 1 0.494 0.323 

Spatial Flux 1 0.922 0.793 

 

 

Figure 27 – Discharge burnup comparison of Table 17 input parameters. 

 

Figure 27 compares the discharge burnups of the first three batches using the two 

methods. The batch with the highest enrichment (5 %) in this case has been discharged at 

cycle 3. Since this batch received much lower flux in the first cycles under the equal 
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power assumption (see Table 17), the final discharge burnup of the batch is higher for the 

spatial method. 

The discharge compositions for this case is given in Table 18. Again, highest 

differences are seen for early cycles at low fraction isotopes. 

 

Table 18 – Discharge compositions for Table 17 input parameters. 

Cycle 1 2 3 Equilibrium 

  EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial EqPow Spatial 

U235 [%] 0.003718 0.004325 0.01226 0.008437 0.007933 0.01111 0.008619 0.009515 

Difference [%] 14.0 45.3 28.6 9.4 

Pu239 [%] 0.005954 0.005793 0.005984 0.005973 0.005888 0.0059 0.005971 0.005954 

Difference [%] 2.8 0.2 0.2 0.3 

Pu240 [%] 0.001987 0.001787 0.002202 0.002179 0.002205 0.002242 0.002246 0.0022 

Difference [%] 11.2 1.1 1.7 2.1 

Pu241 [%] 0.001363 0.001102 0.001759 0.001714 0.001817 0.001898 0.001865 0.001771 

Difference [%] 23.7 2.6 4.3 5.3 

Pu242 [%] 0.000309 0.000207 0.000553 0.000522 0.000621 0.000701 0.00065 0.000568 

Difference [%] 49.2 6.0 11.4 14.3 

Am241 [%] 3.84E-05 2.69E-05 6.24E-05 5.95E-05 6.81E-05 7.46E-05 7.07E-05 6.37E-05 

Difference [%] 42.7 4.9 8.8 11.1 

Am243 [%] 5.55E-05 3.15E-05 0.000133 0.000122 0.000161 0.000195 0.000171 0.00014 

Difference [%] 76.1 9.0 17.4 22.8 

 

4.3.4 Driver-blanket reactor 

In this section a fast breeder reactor is simulated in Bright-lite, and the results 

from this simulation are compared to a benchmark case. The core lattice of the 

benchmark is given in Figure 28. All benchmark parameters in this section are taken from 
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[14]. It can be observed from the core layout given in the figure that the reactor has the 

drivers in the central two cylindrical zones of the reactor, surrounded by the blanket and 

then the reflector. 

 

Figure 28 – Driver-blanket core setup from benchmark source. 

 

Important parameters for the case are presented in Table 19. The power and 

dimensions of the core are given here as well as fuel composition information, all used as 

inputs for Bright-lite. It can be seen that the innermost region of the core is the second 

cycle driver, with a lower enrichment than that of the first cycle driver. The drivers are 

surrounded by the blanket, with over an order of magnitude less fissile material 

enrichment than the average driver enrichment. The driver and blanket are sodium 
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cooled, and the majority of the power production comes from the driver. At the end of 

every cycle the second cycle driver gets discharged and replaced by the first cycle driver, 

and the blanket gets replaced every five cycles. 

 

Table 19 – Driver-blanket benchmark reactor parameters. 

Power [MWth] 3287 

Power [MWe] 1200 

Core height [mm] 1016 

Second cycle driver fissile material enrichment [%] 10.42 

First cycle driver fissile material enrichment [%] 15.08 

Blanket Fissile Material Enrichment [%] 1.57 

Pu 239-240-241-242 Comp [%] 68.0 – 19.4 – 10.2 – 2.4 

Driver fractions fuel-sodium-structure 0.3845 – 0.3845 – 0.2157 

Blanket fractions fuel-sodium-structure 0.5613 – 0.234 – 0.1653 

Driver / blanket residence time [cycles] 2 / 5 

Power Split driver / blanket 92.6 / 4.3 

Driver BU [MWd/kg] 56.2 

Blanket BU [MWd/kg] 2.5 

 

The input fuel material compositions are presented in Table 20. These 

compositions were taken from [14] and used to define the three regions (driver-driver-

blanket) in Bright-lite. The structural material effects on neutron production and 

destruction rates are burnup independent, their neutron balance contributions are 

calculated as described in Section 3.1.3. The dimensions of the core for the spatial flux 

calculation are taken from the given dimensions in Table 19. 
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Table 20 – Material compositions for driver-blanket benchmark. 

Material Driver Blanket 

Sodium 0.3845 0.2340 

Structural Materials 0.2157 0.1653 

U235 0.000653 0.00111 

U238 0.3259 0.5514 

Pu239 0.03943 0.005992 

Pu240 0.01125 0.00171 

Pu241 0.005914 0.000899 

Pu242 0.001392 0.000211 

 

Other important input parameters for Bright-lite are given in Table 21. The values 

for delta and matrix size were selected to yield fast runtime without a significant loss in 

accuracy during the flux calculation. Spatial flux calculations were performed at every 

time-step, and discharge fluence was determined to be achieved when core criticality is 

equal to unity. 

At the startup of the Bright-lite reactor the two innermost regions of the core, used 

for the driver, were composed of the same material. In every later reactor cycle new fuel 

was loaded to the outer of the driver regions and the older driver was shifted inside. The 

nonleakage probability was used as a calibration factor for the library used in this case 

(FR25MOX). 
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Table 21 – Bright-lite inputs for driver-blanket benchmark case. 

Parameter Value 

Delta [cm] 1.5 

Matrix Size 50 

Nonleakage probability 0.90 

Discharge fluence determination Δt [days] 15 

 

Figure 29 depicts the burnup results of the driver batches over several reloads and 

compares the result to the benchmark. In the figure, “Cycle 1 Total Burnup” indicates the 

burnup reached at the end of the first (of two) cycles, and “Discharge Burnup” is the total 

burnup at the end of two cycles. The arrow in the figure illustrates that the same batch 

moves in the core during reload. Since the first batch is only present in the core for one 

cycle, it is only included with the discharge burnups. The steady state discharge burnup 

of the driver in Bright-lite is determined to be 56.4 MWd/kgIHM, a very low error when 

compared to the benchmark value of 56.2.  
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Figure 29 – Driver end of first cycle and discharge total burnups, with benchmark 

comparison for driver-blanket case. 

 

Figure 30 depicts the burnups of the blanket at the end of each cycle for two 

batches. Each blanket batch remains in the core for five cycles. Similar to the previous 

figure, the presented values are total burnups at the given cycle. As expected, the burnup 

for the blanket is low, with the Bright-lite result being 3.31 MWd/kgIHM. This is over 

the benchmark value of 2.5 MWd/kgIHM with an error approaching 25 %. Nonetheless, 

the burnup value is very low and minimally affects overall power production.  The higher 

burnup predicted by Bright-lite indicates that the average neutron flux it predicts for the 

blanket region is too large. This likely arises from underestimation of leakage in the 

diffusion calculation. Notably, the diffusion analysis considers an infinitely-tall cylinder 

to arrive at its relative fluxes. This assumption has a minor effect in most cases, but for a 
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relatively thin region at the outside of a cylinder (such as the blanket in this case) the 

approximation that the cylinder is infinitely tall, which results in a significantly smaller 

buckling, will lead to a notably higher flux in the region.  

 

Figure 30 – Blanket burnups and benchmark discharge burnup comparison for driver-

blanket benchmark. 

 

The discharge compositions obtained from Bright-lite are given in Table 22. This 

table shows selected isotopes from the discharge composition of the driver after two full 

cycles during steady state operation and driver after five full cycles. Note that the 

benchmark does not provide output isotopics for comparison. 
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Table 22 – Driver-blanket case driver discharge compositions from Bright-lite. 

  
Bright-lite Driver Output 

at Discharge [%] 

Bright-lite Blanket Output 

at Discharge [%] 

U235 0.09525 0.1661 

Pu239 8.749 2.666 

Pu240 2.338 0.3385 

Pu241 0.6379 0.1371 

Pu242 0.2875 0.03985 

Am241 0.07083 0.004104 

Am243 0.02229 0.000967 

 

Table 23 summarizes the results from this case and compares them to the 

benchmark. Low errors in both burnup and cycle length indicate good results, since one 

cannot be corrected (by adjusting the nonleakage probability) without also altering the 

other.  

 

Table 23 – Results summary for driver-blanket case. 

 

 

This case successfully demonstrates the new capability the spatial flux method by 

simulating a driver-blanket core. Accurate burnup results were obtained by the 

Benchmark Bright-lite Error [%]

Driver Burnup [MWd/kg] 56.2 56.4 0.39

Blanket Burnup [MWd/kg] 2.5 3.31 24.47

Cycle Length 300 319 5.96
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introduction of spatial regions and batch-based fuel reshuffling. Introduction of case-

specific library databases and cross-sections (which are currently approximate) can 

further improve these results.  
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5: CONCLUSION 

There are many methods for determining the input-output burnup and isotopics of 

reactors during NFC simulation runs. The accuracy and speed of the simulators are 

influenced by their selection of method for these calculations. While accuracy is very 

important for meaningful results, simulation times may be a limiting factor for various 

types of NFC studies. Therefore it is important to strike a good balance between runtime 

of the software and the accuracy of results in order to create a reactor simulator suitable 

for reactor and fuel cycle studies.  

Bright-lite aims to achieve good accuracy with quick execution of the code using 

the fluence based neutron balance method. This method homogenizes the core to batch-

level macro regions to determine the discharge fluence of the reactor batches. However, 

if the equal power sharing assumption is used to estimate the flux distribution, it has no 

mechanism to determine the power shares in heterogeneously-fueled reactors where 

specific power is known to be far from uniform. These more complex cores (such as 

UOX-MOX mixed, driver-blanket and cores featuring transmutation targets) cannot be 

simulated by the equal power sharing method since the fluxes of the spatially-dependent 

batches cannot be known. This limits the applicability and use of Bright-lite, since it 

cannot be used to simulate many future reactor technologies. 

This thesis demonstrates that these limitations can be overcome by the 

introduction of a space and material property dependent discretized diffusion equation 
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calculation, named the spatial flux method. This method is used to estimate the flux 

distribution of a core in a given state. The calculated time-dependent fluxes in each 

macroscopic region is used to correctly advance the fluence of macro regions, calculate 

fission rates and power densities, and evaluate the overall neutron balance of the reactor. 

The capability of the spatial flux method to simulate heterogeneous cores has been 

demonstrated in the results. The results show generally good agreement with acceptable 

errors. 

In order to mitigate the impact of the spatial method on simulation runtime, it uses 

a relatively crude, macroscopic estimate of the flux profile. Bright-lite is a quick 

execution software and cannot achieve the accuracy of higher fidelity calculations. For 

example, in some cases reactors may employ a complex core lattice that cannot be 

reduced to a concentric cylinder geometry. For such cases, the spatial method can only be 

used in an approximate sense, after intelligent grouping of core materials to a 

representative concentric cylinder geometry. In addition, the spatial method relies upon 

diffusion parameters such as transport cross-sections, which are approximate in the sense 

that they are treated as calibration parameters. For certain reactors, for example fast-

spectrum systems and compact, high power density cores, the well-known limitations of 

diffusion theory also apply. 

Work remains on intuitive and powerful core geometry and arrangement inputs 

for reactors using the spatial flux method. In addition, the determination of transport 

cross-sections can be significantly improved in the future. Finally, rigorous 
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benchmarking and standardization of typical commercial reactors and their input 

parameters would make the code more accessible and easy to use for many users. 
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APPENDIX 

SECTION 4.1 REACTOR PARAMETERS 

See Tables in Section 4.1 for fuel enrichments. 

Case 1 

Library Name extLWR 

Reactor Type LWR 

Reactor Power [MWth] 4020 

Core Mass [kg] 104100 

Batches 3 

Nonleakage Probability 0.9565 

Case 2 

Library Name standLWR 

Reactor Type LWR 

Reactor Power [MWth] 4170 

Core Mass [kg] 112000 

Batches 4 

Nonleakage Probability 0.9773 
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Case 3 

Library Name extLWR 

Reactor Type LWR 

Reactor Power [MWth] 4212 

Core Mass [kg] 112000 

Batches 4 

Nonleakage Probability 0.9718 

Case 4 

Library Name PWRMOX 

Reactor Type MOX 

Reactor Power [MWth] 3800 

Core Mass [kg] 75000 

Batches 5 

Nonleakage Probability 0.9475 
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Case 5 

Library Name FR50 

Reactor Type FR 

Reactor Power [MWth] 3000 

Core Mass [kg] 23000 

Batches 6 

Nonleakage Probability 0.5729 

 

 

SECTION 4.3.1 MCNP INPUT DECK 

c ****** Cell Cards ****** 

c ======================== 

11   1   -10  200 -300 -101           IMP:N=1 $  

12   1   -10  200 -300 -102 101       IMP:N=1 $  

13   1   -10  200 -300 -103 102       IMP:N=1 $  

14   1   -10  200 -300 -104 103       IMP:N=1 $  

15   1   -10  200 -300 -105 104       IMP:N=1 $  

16   1   -10  200 -300 -106 105       IMP:N=1 $  

17   1   -10  200 -300 -107 106       IMP:N=1 $  

21   2   -10  200 -300 -201 107       IMP:N=1 $  

22   2   -10  200 -300 -202 201       IMP:N=1 $  

23   2   -10  200 -300 -203 202       IMP:N=1 $  

24   2   -10  200 -300 -204 203       IMP:N=1 $  

25   2   -10  200 -300 -205 204       IMP:N=1 $  

26   2   -10  200 -300 -206 205       IMP:N=1 $  

31   3   -10  200 -300 -301 206       IMP:N=1 $  

32   3   -10  200 -300 -302 301       IMP:N=1 $  

33   3   -10  200 -300 -303 302       IMP:N=1 $  

34   3   -10  200 -300 -304 303       IMP:N=1 $  

35   3   -10  200 -300 -305 304       IMP:N=1 $  

90   50  -1   200 -300 -900 305       IMP:N=1 $  
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999  0        -200:300:900            IMP:N=0 $  

 

c ****** Surface Cards ****** 

c =========================== 

101 CZ 0.208143 

102 CZ 0.416286 

103 CZ 0.624429 

104 CZ 0.832571 

105 CZ 1.040714 

106 CZ 1.248857 

107 CZ 1.457 

c 

201 CZ 1.5575 

202 CZ 1.658 

203 CZ 1.7585 

204 CZ 1.859 

205 CZ 1.9595 

206 CZ 2.06 

c 

301 CZ 2.1526 

302 CZ 2.2452 

303 CZ 2.3378 

304 CZ 2.4304 

305 CZ 2.523 

c 

900 CZ 3.523    $ Moderator 

c 

*200 PZ -30    $ Bottom of reactor 

*300 PZ 30     $ Top of reactor 

 

c ****** Data Cards ****** 

c =========================== 

c ****** Material Cards ****** 

M1   92235  0.01170     $ 1.8 enriched 

     92238  0.63830 

     1001.50c 0.233333 

     8016.50c 0.116667 

c 

M2   92235  0.014326    $ 2.204 enriched 

     92238  0.635670 

     1001.50c 0.233333 

     8016.50c 0.116667 

c 

M3   92235  0.017264     $ 2.656 enriched 

     92238  0.632740 
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     1001.50c 0.233333 

     8016.50c 0.116667 

c 

M50  1001.50c -0.11190  

     8016.50c -0.88810 

MT50 lwtr.01 

c 

c ***** Other Cards *****  

MODE N 

c 

KCODE 1000 1 100 300 

KSRC 0 0 0  1 0 0  0 1 0  -1 0 0  0 -1 0 

     0 0 100  1 0 100  100 1 100  -1 0 100  0 -1 100 

     0 0 -100  1 0 -100  100 1 -100  -1 0 -100  0 -1 -100 

c 

F4:N 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 21 22 23 24 25 26 31 32 33 34 35 90 

 

 

SECTION 4.3.4 DRIVER-BLANKET REACTOR PARAMETERS 

Library Name FR25MOX 

Reactor Type Driver-blanket 

Reactor Power [MWth] 3000 

Core Mass [kg] 25000 

Batches 3 

Nonleakage Probability 0.90 

Glossary 

 [c]: cycle index. 

 B(F): Total burnup vector of fuel, as a function of fluence. [MWd/kgIHM] 

 Bi(F): Total burnup vector of initial isotope i, as a function of fluence. [MWd/kgIHM] 

 ci: Fuel composition of initial isotope i. [kgIHM/kgIHM] 

 D(F): Neutron destruction rate vector of fuel, as a function of fluence. [n/s/ϕ/kgIHM] 
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 Di(F): Neutron destruction rate vector of initial isotope i, as a function of fluence. 

[n/s/ϕ/kgIHM] 

 dnf: Non-fuel material destruction rate [n/s/ϕ/kgIHM]. 

 F: Fluence vector, the time integral of neutron flux. [n/cm2] 

 f: Thermal utilization factor. 

 i: Initial isotope index [1,I]. 

 j: transmutation and decay product isotope index [1,J]. 

 k: Fluence index [1,K]. 

 L: fuel library 

 Lfuel: Library of the fuel loaded in a reactor. 

 Lhf: high fissile (hf) stream fuel library.  

 Llf: low fissile (lf) stream fuel library. 

 mi,j(F): Isotope transmutation product matrix of initial isotope i, as a function of 

fluence. Where index j represents all transmutation and decay products. [g/kgIHM] 

 Mj(F): Isotope transmutation product matrix of fuel, as a function of fluence. Where 

index j represents all transmutation and decay products. [g/kgIHM] 

 n: Batch index [1,N]. 

 nfi: Non-fuel mass normalized to a unit mass of fuel [kg/kgIHM]. 

 nfs: The composition of non-fuel materials in the core, normalized to unit mass of 

fuel. 

 P(F): Neutron production rate vector of fuel, as a function of fluence. [n/s/ϕ/kgIHM] 

 P: Batch power density [MW/kg]. 

 Pcore: Reactor power [MW]. 

 Pi(F): Neutron production rate vector of initial isotope i, as a function of fluence. 

[n/s/ϕ/kgIHM] 

 pnf: Non-fuel material production rate [n/s/ϕ/kgIHM]. 

 r(n): Relative flux [0,1] of batch n.  

 s: Non-fuel isotope index [1,S]. 

 t: Time since the beginning of the reactor burnup cycle. [days] 

 ξ: Thermal disadvantage factor. 

 Φ: Isotope library database flux [n / cm2 s] 
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